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 TOSS MEETING FOR 3-29-06

-Treasury statement for this month is $1,039.00(including 
account transfer)
-Present at the meeting were Gary Filice, Mike Reagan, 
Bob VanLandingham, Richard Mason, Jim Pendergrass, 
Keith Millett, Carlos Carbajal, Don Northern, Lex 
Mierop, Mike Stern, Bob Swet, Mike Puckett, and 
Martin Usher.
-Large gathering for the TOSS March contest, Santa 
Clarita showed up and practiced for the BUBW in 
Bakersfi eld in April 15, and Visalia in May!
-Flyer of the year trophy in process.  Don Northern 
working with Keith Millet to get the trophy fi nished.  
Don Northern donating $100 of his fl yer of the year 
winnings to get the trophy done.  Thank you very much 
Don!!!
-Keith asked the members what they would like to see 
for the monthly contests.  We proceeded to review the 
color formats and decorative formats for the trophies. 
Don brought examples to the meeting for all to see, 
and some pricing.  $175 dollars to get the set up on the 
colored toss medallions that can be used on awards and 
planes as well!  
-Membership voted to go with the colored medallions.  
As for the total trophy format, the fi rst place will be 
some pictured format and some engraved.  Second 
place will be colored medallion on a 5 x 7 w/colored 
medallion, third is on 4 x 6 with medallion, 4th place is 
just a stick-back medallion.

-Sc is 3 trophy per class  [expert] [Intermediate] 
[sportsman], and [RES]. One through third place for 
each class.
-Flight site acquisition factors brought up from Mike 
Puckett concerning sight liability and new rules.  
Article in AMA magazine covered some of the new 
factors involving landowners who allow the use of 
their land for recreational purposes and how they 
are removed from liability from having done so with 
their land.  Mike recommended that we as a club tread 
lightly when approaching any landowner.  This is a real 
concern, for sure!  We also discussed the possibility of 
Craig Borstelmann be the one who makes the initial 
contact with the owner when we have our ducks in a 
row. 
-Continuing need for upgrades on our retrievers at 
the fi eld.  Looking into the cost of new equipment 
as opposed to used equipment.  As a matter of fact,  
Richard mason stated that Visalia will sell their 
retrievers after the BUBW is held in may 6th and 7th.  
TOSS needs another reliable retriever to replace one of 
the big wheel type.  Don Northern has been looking into 
the costs, but perhaps Visalia will part with theirs for 
lower prices.  SULA is also in possession of retrievers.  
Bob VanLandigham can check into this availability at 
SULA.
We will assess the total expenditures needed for the 
above items and then return to the club for a possible 
special assessment for the members to take care of the 



needed hardware.
-We also have three or 4 starter motors that are all 
in need of rebuilding as well.  These have been 
accumulating from the last 2 years when we replaced 
them with the new 6-volt wound lure-coursing motors 
ordered from the mid West.   
-Last item, business cards for TOSS needed as handouts.  
Many time folks approach one of us, and we have no 
paperwork to give them.  A business card would help 
them to remember who we are at a later time, and how 
to contact us. 

>>>Meeting adjourned, and dinner was served (Turkey 

and cheese, ham and cheese, roast beef and cheese and 
tomato croissant sandwiches, cold drinks.

Richard Mason did a show-n-tell on an Airtronics 
Legend he is currently building.  This is the later kit 
with the fi berglass fuse.  Richard also did a fi ne job 
of removing the T-tail and fi nishing off the top of the 
fi n.  Gary Filice will be assisting Richard with some of 
the building details on control rod, bell crank, and stab 
installations – a fun project, and hopefully, a decent 
fl yer as well!

Sorry, but I was not available
to do the newsletter any sooner. ca










